Reflecting On

How To Mark It?
As we approached our 20-year anniversary, we wanted to come up with a
campaign that could evolve and run thoughout the year, while enabling us
to reflect on what had brought us to this point over two decades, and to
have some fun at the same time. We are in marketing, after all. It started as
many concepts do, with some threads of ideas – a 20-year commemoration
identity, reflection, honoring clients and key players, and a standout look.

Polished Look Back
We chose chrome as a central aspect of the concept because it’s
steely, enduring, and known for it’s high polish and reflective qualities.
It seemed appropriate for looking back on 20 years. In fact the elemental
name, Chromium, is derived from a Greek word meaning color, and it’s
certainly been a colorful couple of decades.

Chrome &
Other Elements
Identity Development

The actual 20-year anniversary was May 15th.
We coordinated the campaign to launch at
Interphex in late April and it was an ideal
opportunity to share the celebration with
so many clients and friends in New York.
Performing Seal
The 20-year commemoration logo was developed knowing that it would
be used independently and also in conjunction with our corporate identity
throughout the year. We wanted it to have the qualities of a seal but with
a unique approach. We redrew the Olga font and encapsulated it within
the shape, then refined it, including the addition of the drip. The biggest
challenge was how to refer to it – seal, target, meatball, splat...

Wrapped in a week
Once we decided to create the superhero characters, we planned an
epic photo shoot. Two of the models were actual models. There was a
long selection process for outfits and props, a lot of make-up and tape,
and some awkwardness. And the car got its chrome wrap in just days to
make the deadline.

More Than Meets
The Eye-liner

Mister Freeze
Test shots with the car and some
brave stand-ins were done on a
freezing morning in Hell’s Kitchen.

Good Sports
Whether pulling extreme poses in a costume, applying
make-up, or dictating the look of the end product,
everyone involved in the photo shoot was a superhero.

Comic Caper
We used an experienced graphic novel artist to turn
sketches into the dynamic inks. The production was so
involved that stories were being published and used in
promotions literally hot off the press.

Our regular campaign featured detailed medical
and cellular illustration around targeted therapies.
Ultimately, we decided to mix the two. Superheroes
and medicine – sounds like our market.

“Good work, mar-comrades!”
The Chrome Campaign was implemented across a wide range
of marketing. Trade show booths, advertising, promotional
giveaways, web content, literature, packaging, and direct mail
all got the message out there. Just like we do for our clients.

Powerful Separately,
Unstoppable Together.

Superhuman Effort
These are the characters of the Nice Team – dedicated
to fighting injustices, increasing awareness, managing
perception, and building brand equity. If you’re in science,
you’ve got a brand challenge, and you can find them (tip: try
Interphex, BIO or CPhI), you should hire The Science Agency!

Superhuman Team
For Superhero Clients

Research Woman

Strategy Man

The Results

Crack Crew
That’s Nice celebrated its 20-year anniversary on May 15, 2015. Coming into the
year, we decided to celebrate with something retrospective that would look back
at pivotal projects and moments that have shaped our path. Our work is taken
seriously, so we looked for a way to review things more lightheartedly. How do you
piece together 20 years’ worth of client stories? With a graphic novel, of course.

The Sensational
Research Woman
Research Leads The Way
Research Woman, AKA Lina Lance, is based on some of the classic
female superheroes and represents the critical part that research
plays in our adventures. She gathers all the essential data to
inform strategy and our client, often running it through the secret
technological marvel – the Insightotron.

Secret Identity
We used our Science Agency proposition – Research, Strategy,
Results – as the basis on which to create our superhuman
team that serves superhero clients. We loosely translated client
challenges into classical battles for good, which they ultimately
are. These provided the underlying theme, paying homage to our
clients over two decades while alluding to how our three-pronged
solution saves the day in different scenarios.

Is It A Bird?
No, It’s Strategy Man

Strategy Is Behind Everything We Do
Strategy Man is the leader of the group and the
primary connection with our client. Influenced
by the traits of many of the greatest comic book
heroes, he figures out every scenario and plots the
path to success.

“A lot has happened over two decades and it’s
great to reflect on it, so this is what inspired us to
come up with our Chrome Campaign. We wanted
an approach that would be entirely fun.”

Scientific Experiment
The Chrome Campaign was conceptualized as a reflection on 20 years of
client and project success. We were a typical marketing agency when we
launched but our path quickly took us into life sciences and that’s been
heavily reflected since the beginning, all the way to our other 2015 campaign
– targeted medicine. We’re grateful to all who have played a part in our story.

Marketing is so much about storytelling. There is
serious substance, of course, with research into the
market and profiling of an audience, and a strategic
process to define the right way to construct and deploy
it. Whether we’re telling the story of a company,
technology, product or service, there are different
tones to each one, but there are common themes too.

Always Reliable
– The Results

20 Years Of Delivering
The Results, AKA Bo Barrett, has superhuman strength
and stands for solid, dependable delivery. Some say he
came about as a result of a freak accident, but regardless,
he can always be relied upon by the public. He follows the
others’ lead and is always visible on the front line.

StorY
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These Are Our Stories…

Having detected confusion globally through
the Insightotron super software back at
base in Gotham, the Nice Agency arrives
at the headquarters of a biologics CMO.

Stay on course.
I’m confident our
plan will work,
mar-comrades!

I’ll push out more
content to market
and deploy our
new weapon, the
H-T-M-L.

I can see awareness
increasing, Sir, but I don’t
know if it’s enough! Mankind
depends on this company...
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The Nice Agency lands at a drug innovator,
where imminent attacks are anticipated
from global organizations known to
How can we defend
have developed similar technology.
against this new type of
threat, Strategy Man?

I’ll build animations
and our latest
distribution tech
will ensure millions
see them.

Our Insight
indicates the
public don’t
understand
how this
affects them.

Education is the
key. Results — make
sure the public
becomes informed.

We were slightly late to the
party, but sharp work my friends.
Research
Woman, aka
Lina Lance,
sets up a data
field to rustle
up intelligence
worldwide and
cross-references it in the
Insightotron.

Word is,
we’re the
best.

Great Scott,
Kapitän!!
Reactors
are running
at max.
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Always reliable,
The Results,
aka Bo Barrett,
stands shoulder
to shoulder with
Strategy Man
at the secluded
headquarters
of a world
superpower.

The story here is all good,
but the Insightotron is
telling me that something’s
blocking it.

Good work, mar-comrades.
We successfully reversed
the polarity, Results — key
people have bought it.

Will this
ploy work,
Strat?
Yes, we did our homework
and transformed the
voice of the customer
into a secret weapon.
Research is leading the
scouts as we speak.

If I can just
make all these
connections,
Strategy Man
tells me
it’ll work.
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Research and Results arrive at one of the
world’s largest sites for the first time.

The Nice Agency lands to find a large
environment suffering from toxic fallout.
I’m sensing
a canary
that’s still
breathing!

There’s something
in the DNA here, but we
need insight to figure
out how best to use it.

The more we harness it,
the further it seems
to take us along
the pathway!

Working on
limiting the
damage,
Strategy Man.

There’s plenty of
life here — and so,
we shall go to war.

We need to build
on that — I’m certain
the image in my mind
translates to the
next big thing!
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Fast work, mar-comrades.

This is
going to be
very cool.

ish gotta be best
show at da boof,
right?? Lesh party like iss aiteen
ninety-free!

Research says with
100% commitment,
we can come from
behind and win.

Yeahh!

Whyz Flash shnappin?
I muss look as
old as I feel...

Research Woman, Strategy Man and The Results are drunk on
a marketing elixir after breaking a booth visitor record.

The Nice Agency supplies the
goods in a classic race for first.

Why’s our Lambo
in the fleet? That’s
what you call
on-time delivery!

Let’s tackle this head on!

StorY
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If we guide them
forward, they can
come out strong.

StorY

Cheers, I’ll make
sure everyone knows
your name!
I wasn’t sure
we could pull
this off. It was the
ultimate test of
our powers.

This is sure to
send shockwaves
far and wide.

We got help at the
vital moment, but
now we’ll show
them a world of
difference.

The Nice Agency’s craft lands at a pivotal moment
in time, with a huge opportunity before them.

Strategy Man, Research Woman and The Results
arrive in the aftermath of a disaster.

With my
safe handling,
confidence will
be restored.
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Potent work!
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There’s actually
beauty in the
elements and
measurements.

Each one looks
different but they’re all
beautifully connected.
Let’s align each
one to address
those perceptions
and put this to bed.

Yes, we’ll keep
it under the
parachute but
give it its
own polish.

It’s moving.

Perception
simulated an
organization
getting out of
the business.

Time to pull
out. It went to
15x and they
were more
than satisfied
with that.
The Nice Agency travels back in time
to find a pioneer in a conflicted state.

A large organization wants to sell
a dirty business it has no plans for.
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Come discover
my secrets.

# 15

These hybrid specimens
are going to be
extremely strong.

Everyone will
make a bee-line
for this.
This is a leader
but leads
are poor at
face value.
We need a
hook. Research
is the obvious
attraction.

We’re sewing
seeds for our
best display ever
and a new giant
for the market.

An innovative answer to an
age-old problem makes things gel.

Research Woman,
Strategy Man and
The Results cover
huge areas to
reach a fertile
opportunity.
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We’ll develop a character to
carry this story to everyone.
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It’s child’s play.
How do we connect end
users all the way back
to the technology?

You’re a
wise old
bird.

We use a little secret
to start the discussion.

I’ll see there’s
no fishing for
the point of
the story.

The Nice Agency
packages a new
way of engaging
the supply chain.

The Nice Agency gives a
consumer message wings…
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A company wants to launch technologies
poorly known in a key region.
Barriers are crucial
but we need to remove
the impediments.
The Insightotron
says consumers
don’t understand
the advantages.
We’ll put them
at the apex of
the market.

We need to
highlight every
single benefit and
stick to the story.

Big cheeses are key
to adoption. Let’s
not blow this.
Fill me with pride
and seal the deal.

the brand should
be cut from
the same cloth
worldwide.

The Nice Agency sustains a global
player with a brand new concept.
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This tunnel
concept will
lead to
the answer.

Words can’t explain
the innovation in here!

This sure is no
throwaway idea,
Strat.
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The Nice Agency
helps a client that
wants to sustain an
innovation message.

So where does the story go from here? Like the
best graphic novels, we have to continue to evolve
and move with the times. We plan to grow further,
expanding the Life Science sectors we serve, until
we find ourselves in Consumer Healthcare…

